
How Weight Affects Flight:

Can It Go The Distance?

A Class Project



The problem or 
challenge

Does the weight of an 
object affect the distance it 
will travel? 



Why we chose this area of science
Our class chose this particular aspect of science because we 
wanted to get outside and have some fun! We also wanted to 
put our math skills to the test! We planned to use measurement, 
addition, and division skills. Our class includes a number of 
athletes, specifically baseball players. Those students wanted to 
know if the weight of the ball impacts the flight.



Research
Matter can be sorted by weight.

Matter can be sorted by density. 

Matter is everywhere in the 
universe in forms of liquid, solid, 
and gas.  

Density is how heavy something 
is for its size. 

(How Big? How Heavy? How 
Dense? A Look at Matter by 
Jennifer Boothroyd) 

We weighed these objects: 

Ping pong ball- 3 grams 

Golf ball- 46 grams 

Tennis ball- 57 grams

Baseball- 142 grams 

Soccer ball- 422 grams 

Football- 191 grams 

Beach ball- 40 grams 



Our Hypothesis 
The object with the most momentum will travel a greater 
distance than those with less. This will likely be the medium 
sized objects because they have more mass and density, but 
aren’t too heavy to travel or throw far. Considering the weight of 
the balls, our class voted on which ball would be thrown the 
farthest. The results are shown below: 

Beach ball- 0%
Soccer ball- 0%
Baseball- 12% 
Ping pong ball- 19%
Tennis ball- 19%
Football- 23% 
Golf ball- 27%



Our Testing Method

We used the scientific method to 
conduct our experiment and analyze 

our data. 

Materials 
● Ping Pong Ball
● Golf Ball
● Tennis Ball
● Baseball
● Soccer Ball 
● Football
● Beach Ball
● Measuring Tool (units of feet)
● Data Sheet
● Pencil
● Digital Scale
● Calculator



Investigative Procedure
● Step 1 - Go to an open outdoor space and bring along the balls, data 

sheet, pencil, and measuring tool from the materials list. 

● Step 2- Have students line up and take turns throwing the first ball. 

● Step 3- After they throw the ball, use the data sheet to record how far they 
threw it with units of feet.  

● Step 4 - Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each type of ball. 

● Step 5- For each type of ball, add up the measurements and then divide by 
the number of students who participated. Be sure to use a calculator! 

● Step 6- Analyze the data and compare the measurements to the weight of 
the balls. 

● Step 7- Confirm or correct our hypothesis.



Data Sheet 





Conclusion
Our prediction was not correct. The tennis ball came in first place followed by the baseball in 
second. This did not match our prediction. However, we were right when we predicted that 
the beach ball and soccer ball both would not travel very far. Our data was extremely varied. 
Some variables that may have played a role in that include: 

Measuring where the ball stopped, not where it rolled to

The strength and/or height of the thrower/arm length 

The shape of the ball

The angle the ball was thrown (straight/diagonal, down/out)

The tape measurer kept moving as the ball hit it



If we did this project again, 
what would we do differently 

next time? 
● Measure the density of the balls.
● Learn more about the differences 

between mass and weight. 
● Explore momentum and 

aerodynamics.   
● Choose slightly different balls that 

are meant to be thrown, hit, or 
kicked. 

● Test how far they can be rolled. 
● See where they ended up, even if 

they did roll after hitting the 
ground. 



What will we study next? 
Our Ideas:

● How can you keep markers from drying out?
● How can you learn faster?
● How can you stop a pencil from rolling when 

you put it down?
● Does weight affect distance when kicking a 

ball?
● Does weight affect distancing when hitting a 

ball?
● How can we make crayons that won’t break?
● How do you make a pencil float with 

magnets? 
● How far can the wind take an object away?
● Does weight affect distance when rolling a 

ball?
● How can you make a toy car not go out of 

range? 
● What is the best way to protect an egg during 

an egg drop? 
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